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PREFACE
God created us in His own image. He wonderfully made us to reflect His
glory and wisdom. Much of what makes each one of us unique could be
traced to our genetic code. This book deals with the functions of this genetic
code we call GENE, as well as the scientific advances made as the result of
this great discovery.
We hope that you find this book informative and enjoyable. However, most
of all, we hope that you will be more in awe of God’s infinite power and
love. He created every fiber of us with great care and purpose.

In Him,
The Authors
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To all future scientists: May you be filled with love and awe for God as you
discover His infinite wisdom and creativity!
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CHAPTER 1

WHO AM I?
And God said, “Let the land produce vegetation; seed-bearing plants and
trees on the land that bear fruit with seed in it, according to their various
kinds.” And it was so. And God said, “Let the land produce living creatures
according to their kinds…” − Genesis 1:11, 24 (NIV)
And God said, “Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, and let them
rule over the fish of the sea and the birds of the air, over the livestock, over
all the earth, and over all the creatures that move along the ground.”
−Genesis 1:26 (NIV)
In the beginning, God created the heavens and the earth and all living
organisms; and, of course, that includes me. All things were created with
specific purpose. No organism could exist without my creation. I live in
every organism, from the complex, multi-celled humans, all the way to a
virus. (All words written in italic are explained in the Glossary section at the
end of this book). I am the source of information that is passed from one
generation to the next. Thus, I insure diversity and survival of the species,
according to God’s perfect plan.

Can you guess who I am? Figure 1 shows a picture of me inside a virus.
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Me

I am inside a virus
Figure 1
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Did you ever squirm in delight, or horror, when your parents, relatives or
friends came up to you and said, “You look just like your mom!” Well, there
is a lot of truth to that. Half of you comes from your mother; the other half
comes from your father, which makes a blending! This phenomenon is
called heredity.

My name is Gene and I am the unit of heredity, which carries
information from one generation to the next.

Microscope

What do I look like?
For ages and ages, I thought that I was invisible since a naked human
eye couldn’t see me. A microscope couldn’t do the job either. I always
wondered why my Creator made me so tiny. It could be so I wouldn’t take
up too much space. Nobody knew how I looked or how I really worked. I
was a mystery to scientists. Then, one day in 1953, that changed. An
Englishman named Francis Crick and an American named James Watson
finally unraveled my quite large physical form. They used a rather
complicated technique called x-ray diffraction that was developed by two
English scientists, Rosalind Franklin and Maurice Wilkins.

I was the greatest discovery of the century, and my discoverers were
rewarded. In 1961, Drs. Watson, Crick and Wilkins won the Nobel Prize in
11

Medicine.

A picture of Watson and Crick is shown in Figure 2.

Unfortunately, Dr. Franklin died before she received the famous award.

Have you ever seen train tracks from a distance? They seem squiggly. I
look kind of like that, except that my tracks widen, then narrow and cross
themselves, then widen again, and so forth. My form is known as a doublehelical structure. It is composed of two intertwined, stringy, spaghetti-like
strands called nucleic acid or DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid).

DNA is

illustrated in Figure 3.

The DNA consists of four molecules called nucleotides. A nucleotide is
made up of a base, a sugar molecule and a phosphate group. I, the unit of
heredity, am stored as a code made up of the four nucleotides running along
the length of each strand and joined together in pairs. The bases are: 1)
adenine, 2) cytosine, 3) guanine, and 4) thymine. Since these terms are used
so many times by scientists, they refer to them as A, C, G, and T,
respectively. A and G are purines- each consists of two diffused rings; and C
and T are pyrimidines- each consists of one ring. The nucleotides are linked
together in a chain (for example: A-C-G-T). These chains are called
sequences. You can see the sequences in Figure 3. The two strands are held
together by special bonds, called hydrogen bonds, which make me look like
train tracks. To protect me from damage, God paired the correct bases
together: A always pairs with T while C pairs with G. You can see pairing
between the bases in Figure 4.

Because of the DNA’s threadlike appearance, it is sometimes called “The
thread of life”.
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Francis Crick & James Watson
Figure 2
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Nucleotides

The DNA
Figure 3
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Exercise 1 (Figure 5): Which nucleotides go on the other strand of
DNA? Add the correct nucleotides where the green circles are.

A piece of DNA is not considered a gene, but the entire DNA sequence
necessary to make a functional protein or RNA (ribonucleic acid) molecule
is. Imagine a word search game, where at first glance, the letters seem
scrambled and make only incomplete, meaningless words. As you continue
with your search, you eventually find real words.

Likewise, a DNA

sequence which does not code for a complete protein or RNA, is without
meaning and, hence, not a gene. We shall talk more about proteins and RNA
later.

The first DNA was discovered in bacteria that cause the illness
pneumonia. That is when scientists accepted that DNA is the basis of
heredity in bacteria and in higher organisms.

Figure 6A shows how

microorganisms look to the naked eye. Figure 6B shows how these
organisms look under the microscope. The bacteria are grown in a special
culture dish with a cover, called a petri dish. The bacterium that causes
pneumonia, is known as pneumococcus, and is shown in Figure 6B.

Heredity is not the only thing that makes me important. I do a lot of other
things under God’s direction, such as cure certain illnesses, make flowers
and plants healthier and tastier (if they are edible), and other important
duties to ensure your survival.
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Guanine

Cytosine

Hydrogen Bond

Paired Bases
Figure 4
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Guanine
Adenine
Thymine
Cytosine

New
Strand

Exercise 1
Figure 5
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A

B
Pneumococ cus

Assorted microorganisms
Figure 6
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You probably learned by now that I am very special and famous. In
contrast to many celebrities who jealously guard their privacy, I would like
you to be my guest at my home in the next chapter.

Review Questions:

1. Who discovered DNA?
2. What are the names of the four bases?
3. What type of bond holds the nucleotides together?
4. In what organism was DNA first discovered?
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